At- Large Community Wiki Update

16 March 2011
Agenda

• Roll-out Progress to date
• Live Overview
• Training
• Future enhancements
• Q and A
Roll-out Progress to date

Continue strong progress made...thanks for support and understanding

Work completed:

- Workspaces all fully set-up and operational
- Completed fixing the remaining broken links and permissions
- Created Regional ALS pages
- Draft NARALO ALS page
Live Overview

- ALAC
  - https://community.icann.org/display/atlarge/At-Large+Advisory+Committee+%28ALAC%29

- NARALO ALS
  - https://community.icann.org/display/NARALO/NARALO+ALSes

- Regional ALS Adobe Rooms
  - http://icann.adobeconnect.com/naraloals/
Training

Sunday 10th March
09:00 – 10:00 in Tower Salon B Room

Wednesday 16th March
12:00 – 13:00 in Tower Salon B Room

At-Large Guide now available at the “Toolbox”

https://community.icann.org/display/atlarge/At+Large+Wiki+Guide
Future enhancements

• Full roll-out of the Regional ALS pages
• Close the SocialText wikis 30June 2010
• “Toolbox”
• Others?
Questions and Answers
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